
“With the DeltaV system, 
all phases of our project-
engineering, installation, 
commissioning, training 
and our operating process 
exceeded our expectations.”

— R. Sivakumar, 
Tanfac Industries, India.

Emerson Migration Solutions for Moore® Systems

Your legacy APACS® or QUADLOG® systems have done 
their job over the years. But with today’s increasing market 
pressures, the demand is for ever higher performance 
from your process. System upkeep is increasingly resource 
intensive. Valuable personnel frequently must address tag 
server and engineering software maintenance. Third- party 
resellers are often the only source for obsolete parts to keep 
the system running. Vendor support has been declining over 
recent years, particularly for HMI and batch products.  
With a legacy system draining your resources,  
how can you compete?

How much profit is lost by delaying upgrades to the 
technologies that run your process?

Emerson is redefining traditional systems migration,  
offering phased transition to the DeltaV™ system and services 
tailored to help you justify investments in a smart digital 
plant. Industry-leading migration solutions are available— 
some you can implement right away with no downtime.

Emerson’s solutions for Moore APACS and QUADLOG 
systems provide flexibility regarding which legacy 
components to keep and which to replace—and when.  
And implementation is a breeze, using standard DeltaV 
system configuration methods.

Emerson offers tremendous expertise in all aspects of 
modernization projects. Audits help evaluate your baseline  
and allow our experts to draft an initial modernization plan  
that uncovers the best opportunities for improving  
your site’s performance.

DeltaV introduces technologies that will boost  
your competitive edge now and for years to come.  
Digital busses, embedded advanced control, self-diagnosing 
instrumentation, on-the-fly scalability, wireless solutions 
plug-and-play business integration, and industry-leading 
batch capabilities can lower engineering, installation,  
and startup costs, while producing ongoing operations  
and maintenance savings.

Get on the Path to a Smart Digital Plant 



The Solution

Traditional connection methods like serial interfaces can 
provide connectivity between Moore and DeltaV systems. 
Emerson offers these and more.

The DeltaV Console.CONNECT™ Solution for Moore® Systems, 
shown here, seamlessly puts DeltaV Operator Stations to 
work with your Moore controllers and I/O; installs and starts 
up with NO downtime, eliminates tag servers, and requires 
little or no Moore system configuration.

Conversion services based on purpose-built tools complete 
the DeltaV Console.CONNECT offering, generating the DeltaV 
graphics from your Moore system display files. This greatly 
reduces implementation time and eases operator re-training. 
Or, Emerson can expertly design and deliver entirely new 
DeltaV displays to enhance your process view. 

With the DeltaV Console.CONNECT Solution installed,  
you can—at any time— configure new DeltaV controller  
and I/O, for plant expansions or controller migrations.
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To locate a sales office near your, visit: www.emersonprocess.com/systems/reach
To learn more about Emerson migration capabilities, visit our Modernization and Migration Services website.

Share Two Systems’ Data at One Operator Station

Contact Us 
 www.emerson.com/contactus
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